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ABSTRACT
Novel therapies are needed for effective treatment of AML. In the relapsed setting, prognosis is very 
poor despite salvage treatment with chemotherapy. Evidence suggests that leukemic stem cells (LSCs) 
cause relapse. The cell surface receptor CD123 is highly expressed in blast cells and LSCs from AML 
patients and is a potential therapeutic target. CD123 cross-over dual-variable domain T-cell engager 
(CD123-CODV-TCE) is a bispecific antibody with an innovative format. One arm targets the CD3εδ 
subunit of T-cell co-receptors on the surface of T cells, while the other targets CD123 on malignant 
cells, leading to cell-specific cytotoxic activity. Here, we describe the preclinical activity of CD123- 
CODV-TCE. CD123-CODV-TCE effectively binds to human and cynomolgus monkey CD3 and CD123 
and is a highly potent T-cell engager. It mediates T-cell activation and T-cell-directed killing of AML 
cells in vitro. In vivo, CD123-CODV-TCE suppresses AML tumor growth in leukemia xenograft mouse 
models, where it achieves an effective half-life of 3.2 days, which is a significantly longer half-life 
compared to other bispecific antibodies with no associated Fc fragment. The in vitro safety profile is 
as expected for compounds with similar modes of action. These results suggest that CD123-CODV-TCE 
may be a promising therapy for patients with relapsed/refractory AML.
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Introduction

AML is the most common form of acute leukemia in adults and 
the leading cause of fatal leukemia in the United States. AML 
induction regimens typically include cytosine arabinoside and 
anthracyclines. Allogeneic stem cell transplant is offered to 
patients with high-risk disease in first or subsequent 
remissions.1 Despite these aggressive therapeutic approaches, 
from 2008 to 2014, only 27.4% of patients with AML survived 
5 years (SEER Cancer Statistics Review, 1975–2015). Relapse is 
common, and salvage treatment with cytotoxic chemotherapy 
is rarely curative.2 First-line treatment has changed little over 
the last 30 years, although the recent approval of several new 
drugs, including midostaurin,3 enasidenib,4 and liposomal for-
mulation of conventional cytotoxic therapy,5 indicates a new 
era of AML therapy is beginning.

Evidence from in vitro and in vivo models suggests AML 
may derive from leukemic stem cells (LSCs) that give rise to 
leukemic blasts, and persistence of LSCs is hypothesized to 
cause relapse after an initial remission.6–8 Thus, eradication 
of LSCs becomes an important therapeutic goal. CD123, the 

surface interleukin-3 (IL-3) receptor alpha chain, is expressed 
in normal hematopoietic cells and stimulates cell proliferation 
in response to IL-3. Interestingly, CD123 is very frequently 
overexpressed in AML blasts and LSCs;9–14 indeed, it is 1 of 
only 7 transcripts in the AML gene expression signature that is 
overexpressed in leukemic blasts compared with normal hema-
topoietic cells from healthy controls.15 The majority of the 
AML cells from human patients expresses IL-3 receptors and 
proliferates when cultured in the presence of IL-3.16,17 In most 
patients, CD123 is strongly expressed in LSCs and blasts, 
regardless of their cytogenetic or mutational profile.18 High 
expression of CD123 on blast cells at diagnosis correlates 
with a higher blast count, a lower rate of complete response 
(36% vs 70%; P < .05), and a shorter median duration of 
complete response.17–19 Thus, CD123 represents an attractive 
therapeutic target in patients with AML.20

Herein, we evaluate the preclinical activity of a bispecific 
monoclonal antibody T-cell engager (TCE), CD123-cross-over 
dual-variable TCE (CD123-CODV-TCE), as a potential therapy 
for AML. One arm of CD123-CODV-TCE targets the CD3εδ 
subunit of the T-cell co-receptor at the surface of the T cell; the 
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other targets CD123 on the malignant cell. Bispecific TCEs can 
co-engage T cells and CD123-positive malignant cells, leading to 
the formation of a cytolytic synapse,21 which induces T-cell 
activation, resulting in tumor cell-specific killing. CD123-CODV- 
TCE is a potential therapeutic agent that demonstrates activity 
in vitro and in vivo, against human cell lines overexpressing 
CD123, as well as primary human AML samples including LSCs.

Materials and methods

Cell lines and human material

The human AML-derived cell lines expressing CD123 THP-1 
and Molm-13 was obtained from Deutsche Sammlung von 
Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen (Braunschweig, Germany). 
FreeStyle™ 293-F cells were obtained from Invitrogen 
(Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). 
EA.hy926 cells were obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA, 
USA). Additional cell line descriptions and growth conditions 
are described in the Supplementary Information.

Fresh human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) 
were isolated from healthy donors’ whole blood samples sup-
plied by EFS (Etablissement Français du Sang, Île-de-France, 
France), internal blood donation service after informed consent 
(Sanofi, Frankfurt, Germany), or by OneBlood® Blood Bank 
(Orlando, FL, USA) (Supplementary Information). The pri-
mary AML samples and patient histories were obtained from 
Groupe Ouest Est d’Etude des Leucémies et Autres Maladies du 
Sang (GOELAMS) (Supplementary Information). For all bio-
logic samples, written consent was obtained, and samples were 
taken in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Engineering of CD123-CODV-TCE

CD123-CODV-TCE is a FC-fusion protein and was generated by 
engineering humanized anti-CD123 and anti-CD3 coding 
sequences into a bispecific CODV format. The heavy and the 
light chain of the CODV-Fab module were fused to a human 
immunoglobulin (Ig)G1-Fc backbone with reduced effector func-
tion. VL2-CD123 is separated from VL1-CD3 by a 10 amino acid 
linker (L1). An additional 10 amino acid linker (L2) was intro-
duced to separate VL1-CD3 from the CL domain (Figure 1a). 
Moreover, the CD123 silenced-CODV-Fab control antibody used 
as negative control was generated as the CD123 bispecific CODV 
Fab antibody in which CD123 variable sequences were replaced 
by an irrelevant non-binding sequence. Production details of 
CD123-CODV-TCE and additional compounds are described 
in the Supplementary Information. Additional sequence informa-
tion is described in patent (WO 2016 116626).

In vitro characterization

Assessment of CD3εδ and CD123 binding affinities using 
surface plasmon resonance
Binding affinities of CD123-CODV-TCE to CD3εδ and CD123 
were measured using surface plasmon resonance with Biacore 
T200 (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Marlborough, MA, USA) 
and 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid 

(HEPES)-buffered saline (HBS-EP+; GE Healthcare Life 
Sciences) assay buffer. Two-fold dilutions of CD123-CODV- 
TCE were performed in HBS-EP+ for CD3εδ-Fc-His (1.56– 
200 nM) and CD123-Fc-His (1.56–100 nM). The fusion pro-
teins were captured using the His capture kit (GE Healthcare 
Life Sciences). Data were analyzed using Biacore T200 
Evaluation software version 3.0 (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) 
and sensorgrams were fitted using a 1:1 Langmuir model to 
generate association rate constant (ka), dissociation rate con-
stant (kd), and equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) values.

T-cell activation and cytotoxicity assays with THP-1 AML cell 
line
Briefly, for T-cell activation and cytotoxicity assays, isolated 
primary human T cells were isolated from healthy donors 
PBMC by negative selection (pan T cell isolation Kit, 
Miltenyi Biotech). Purified untouched T cells were seeded in 
96-well culture plate in the presence and absence of the THP-1 
target cells,22 at an effector-to-target (E:T) ratio of 10:1 for 
a total volume of 100 µl. CD123-CODV-TCE or control was 
added at increasing concentrations for 20 h (Supplementary 
Information). To detect primary human T-cell activation, the 
percentage of CD69 + T cells was analyzed by flow cytometry.23 

For the cytotoxicity assay, the percentage of dead target cells 
was analyzed via live/dead staining by flow cytometry 
(Supplementary Information).

Cytotoxicity assay on primary AML
Primary AML bone marrow or blood cells from patients 
(Supplementary Table 1) were thawed one day prior to the 
assay and seeded in cell culture microplate at 106 AML cells/ 
well. Apoptosis was measured by flow cytometry on day 0 
(untreated) and on day 3 and 7 of culture in presence of 
CD123-CODV-TCE and CD123 silenced-CODV-Fab control 
at 0.025, 0.25, and 2.5 nM final concentrations. Annexin 
V-FITC (BD Biosciences Inc, San Jose, CA, USA) and TO- 
PRO-3 iodide (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) were used 
to gate the apoptotic cell population.

Cytotoxic assay on CD123 positive normal blood cells
A flow cytometry-based cytotoxicity assay was performed on 
fresh human PBMCs isolated from healthy donors to evaluate 
the activity of CD123-CODV-TCE against human CD123 
positive monocyte and plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) 
(Supplementary Information).

Cytokine release in a whole-blood–derived 3D culture assay
A preliminary evaluation of product safety was performed with 
the VaxDesign MIMIC® system (VaxDesign/Sanofi Pasteur, 
Swiftwater, PA, USA),24 a relevant human in vitro model. 
Briefly, the effect of CD123-CODV-TCE on cytokine release 
was assessed in a 3D culture composed of extracellular matrix, 
the human endothelial cell line EA.hy926 and fresh red-blood 
cell (RBC) – depleted adult whole blood – but supplemented 
with 1:2 dilution of autologous plasma and serum-free media. 
After 20 h of incubation with increasing concentrations of 
CD123-CODV-TCE (from 0.03 to 300 ng/ml), the concentra-
tions of 41 cytokines/chemokines were measured in the 
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supernatant with Bioplex® technology (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, 
USA) (Supplementary Information). The experiment was 
reproduced with 26 different healthy donor samples.

In vivo characterization

All in vivo experiments were approved by the Sanofi Ethical 
Committee and conducted in accordance with local and 

institutional Laws, Ethics and guidance in AAALAC accredited 
facilities.

Efficacy in CD123+ Molm-13-luc disseminated AML model
Development of the Molm-13-luc disseminated AML xeno-
graft model is described in the Supplementary Information. 
Human T cells were isolated from healthy donor PBMCs using 
the Pan T Cell Isolation Kit (Miltenyi Biotec). CD123-CODV- 

Figure 1. Structural design and biochemical properties of bispecific T-cell engager CD123-CODV-TCE. (a) Proprietary CODV format that has a fully humanized IgG1 
backbone with reduced Fc functionality. VH1/VL1 and VH2/VL2 correspond to CD3 and CD123 domains, respectively. CODV, cross-over dual-variable domain; Ig, 
immunoglobulin; TCE, T-cell engager; VH, Ig heavy chain variable domain; VL, Ig light chain variable domain; CH, Ig heavy chain constant domain; CL, Ig light chain 
constant domain; L, 10 amino acid linker. (b) CD123-CODV-TCE binds to human CD3 and CD123 proteins. Recombinant human CD3εδ and human CD123 were 
immobilized on a His capture sensor chip. Binding affinity of CD123-CODV-TCE to the respective antigens was measured by surface plasmon resonance using Biacore 
T200 (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Marlborough, MA, USA) in multicycle kinetics experiments. After injecting each dilution of CD123-CODV-TCE of a 1:2 dilution series in 
assay buffer to measure the association kinetics, followed by an injection of buffer to measure the dissociation kinetics, the sensor surface was regenerated by inject of 
a regeneration solution. Sensorgrams were fitted using a 1:1 Langmuir interaction model to generate association rate constant, dissociation rate constant, and 
equilibrium dissociation rate constant values. Representative sensorgrams for binding of CD123-CODV-TCE to human CD3εδ and CD123 are presented. Data shown are 
means ± standard deviation from 3 independent experiments. CODV, cross-over dual-variable domain; TCE, T-cell engager.
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TCE anti-tumor activity was evaluated after AML engraftment 
in non-irradiated NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NSG) 
mice (Charles River Laboratories, Saint-Germain-Nuelles, 
France). Female animals aged 6–8 weeks were implanted intra-
venously (IV) with 106/0.2 ml Molm-13-luc cells per mouse 
on day 0 and intraperitoneally implanted with 107/0.2 ml 
human T cells per mouse on day 1. Longitudinal in vivo bio-
luminescence imaging (BLI) was performed to monitor disse-
minated tumor growth. CD123-CODV-TCE was administered 
intravenously at test doses of 164, 16.4, and 1.64 µg/kg (1.3, 
0.13, and 0.013 nmol/kg, respectively) every 3 days on days 4, 7, 
10, and 13 (Q3Dx4) post-tumor implantations. Mice were 
sacrificed on day 14 and autopsied under BLI. Tumor regres-
sions and growth inhibition in bone marrow, spleen, and ovary 
were validated by terminal histology (Supplementary 
Information).

Pharmacokinetic and biodistribution analysis in naive or 
Molm-13-luc/effector T cells-implanted NSG mice
89Zr-CD123-CODV-TCE preparation is described in the 
Supplementary Information. Pharmacokinetics and biodistri-
bution were evaluated following a single bolus administration 
in naive NSG mice and in the Molm-13-luc disseminated 
xenograft AML model implanted in NSG mice engrafted with 
human effector T cells. 89Zr-CD123-CODV-TCE concentra-
tions were calculated from total radioactivity measured by 
gamma counting in serial blood samples over time for phar-
macokinetic characterization, and at necropsy in sampled 
organs for terminal biodistribution (Supplementary 
Information).25

Efficacy in primary AML xenograft model
Chemo-resistant primary AML cells sample from patient #323 
was selected from a panel of 5 AML patients’ samples accord-
ing to immunophenotype, tumor engraftment rate in NOD. 

Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NSG) mice, and in vitro sensi-
tivity to CD123-CODV-TCE treatment. NSG mice were 
infused on day 0 with blood from patient #323 containing 106 

blast cells and ~2 × 105 CD3+ autologous T cells 
(Supplementary Information).26 164ug/kg or 16.4ug/kg 
CD123-CODV-TCE or phosphate buffered saline was admi-
nistered intraperitoneally starting on Day1 and repeated every 
3 to 4 days for 13 weeks. Animal weight was monitored weekly. 
From week 4, xenograft engraftment and blood counts were 
assessed weekly. At week 13, mice were sacrificed, and blood, 
spleen, and bone marrow samples were evaluated by flow 
cytometry (Supplementary Information).

Biostatistical analysis

In vitro results of relative half maximal effective concentrations 
(RelEC50) were obtained using the 4-parameter logistic model, 
according to Ratkovsky and Reedy (1986; Supplementary 
Information). The adjustment was obtained by non-linear regres-
sion using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm in SAS software.

Tumor growth based on bioluminescence signal curves over 
time was measured for each animal of each treatment group. 
For longitudinal in-vivo BLI data, a two non-parametric two- 
way analysis of variance-Type (ANOVA-Type), followed by 
two contrast analyses with Bonferroni-Holm adjustment for 
multiplicity were performed. For terminal ex-vivo BLI data, 
a one-way ANOVA with factor group on rank-transformed 
bioluminescence signal was performed. For both studies, 
descriptive statistics with medians ± median absolute deviation 
were provided by group and day of measurement.

For efficacy assessments in the primary AML xenograft 
model, longitudinal parameters were analyzed by a two-way 
ANOVA-Type, followed by a contrast analysis performed with 
Bonferroni-Holm correction. For terminal human CD45 per-
centage tissue infiltration in bone marrow and spleen, pairwise 
two-sided Wilcoxon tests vs control corrected with 
a Bonferroni-Holm adjustment were undertaken. For body 
weight, a two-way ANOVA followed by a Dunnett’s test was 
performed. Statistical significance thresholds were P ≤ 0.05. 
SAS® version 9.4 for Windows 7 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, 
USA) was used for the analyses.

Results

CD123-CODV-TCE binds to CD3 and CD123 proteins

CD123-CODV-TCE is a bispecific antibody with a human 
IgG1 backbone that has been engineered to target CD3 and 
CD123 (Figure 1a); the molecular mass of the recombinant 
heterodimer is 126 kDa (Supplementary Figure 1). The bispe-
cific antibody has been engineered to carry an L234A L235A 
double mutation (so-called LALA mutation) in the lower hinge 
region to reduce Fc effector function.27 CD123-CODV-TCE 
bound to recombinant CD3 and CD123 proteins from human 
and cynomolgus monkey with similar affinities. The mean 
binding affinity of CD123-CODV-TCE to recombinant 
human CD3εδ and CD123 was 2.13 (±0.20) × 10−8 M and 
3.54 (±0.34) × 10−10 M, respectively, presented with raw repre-
sentative sensorgrams for binding of CD123-CODV-TCE 

Table 1. CD123-CODV-TCE induces cytokine release in healthy donor whole blood: 
Major responding cytokines. Whole-blood derivatives from 26 human donors 
were incubated for 20 h with CD123-CODV-TCE (0.03–300 ng/ml) using the 
VaxDesign MIMIC® system (Sanofi Pasteur, Orlando, FL, USA), followed by assess-
ment of 41 cytokines/chemokines in the supernatant with Bioplex® technology 
(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). For each donor, each cytokine, and each treatment 
concentration, the fold change of cytokine concentration vs baseline concentra-
tion were calculated. Major responding cytokines are defined as cytokines for 
which the fold change from baseline is greater than 250-fold for at least 1 CD123- 
CODV-TCE tested concentration and 1 donor of 26. For these cytokines, the higher 
CD123-CODV-TCE concentration (ng/ml) producing less than 250-fold change for 
all the donors is reported.

Cytokine
Maximum CD123-CODV-TCE concentration (ng/ 

ml) producing less than 250-fold change

IL-10, MIP-1β 0.03
GRO, IFNγ, IL-13, IL-17A, IL-1 

β, IL-2, MCP-3, IP-10
0.1

IL-5, IL-6, MIP-1β, TNFα 0.3
IL-4, IL-1α, IL-12p70 1
G-CSF, sCD40L 3
GM-CSF, IL-3 10
TNFß 30

CODV, cross-over dual-variable domain; G-CSF, granulocyte colony-stimulating 
factor; GM-CSF, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor; GRO, 
growth-regulated oncogene; IFN, interferon; IL, interleukin; MCP, monocyte 
chemotactic protein; MIP, macrophage inflammatory protein; sCD40L, soluble 
CD40 ligand; TCE, T-cell engager; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
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(Figure 1b), while the mean binding affinity of CD123-CODV- 
TCE to recombinant cynomolgus monkey CD3εδ and CD123 
was 3.40 (±0.67) × 10−8 M and 3.07 (±0.25) × 10−10 M, respec-
tively (Supplementary Figure 2).

CD123-CODV-TCE mediates T-cell activation in vitro
CD123-CODV-TCE induced the activation of both human 
CD4+ and CD8 + T cells in the presence of THP-1 CD123- 
positive AML target cells in a concentration-dependent man-
ner (Figure 2a). The relEC50 was 0.85 pM (95% CI 0.49; 1.5 
pM) for CD4 + T cells, and 1.29 pM (95% CI: 0.69; 2.42 pM) for 
CD8 + T cells; T cell activation at CD123-CODV-TCE max-
imal concentration (7.94 × 104 pM) was estimated at 44.69% 
for CD4 + T cells, and 49.99% for CD8 + T cells 
(Supplementary Table 2). Even with a 100-fold increase TCE 
concentration, no T-cell activation was observed in the absence 
of target cells showing that binding to both CD3 and CD123 
are necessary for T-cell activation (Figure 2a).

CD123-CODV-TCE mediates potent cytotoxic activity of 
T cells against CD123-expressing THP-1 target cells and 
primary AML blasts in vitro
To assess the cytotoxicity of CD123-CODV-TCE, THP-1 cells 
exhibiting a consistent CD123 antigen expression were seeded 
in the presence of human T cells from seven different healthy 
donors. CD123-CODV-TCE stimulated human T cells to lyse 
THP-1 AML cells in a concentration-dependent manner with 
a relEC50 of 0.78 pM (95% CI: 0.54; 1.11) (Figure 2b, 2c, 
Supplementary Figure 3). Moreover, cytotoxicity assessment 
on three AML cell lines expressing different levels of CD123 
showed a higher level of target cell killing in the AML cell line 
expressing the highest CD123 antigen density and suggested 
that CD123-CODV-TCE can induce cytotoxicity activity 
against AML cells with low CD123 expression. In addition, 
CD123-CODV-TCE does not lead to significant cytotoxic 
activity against K562 cell line which does not express CD123. 
In addition, CD123-silenced-CODV control antibody does not 
lead to activity at the highest tested concentration. 
(Supplementary Figure 4).

To investigate the CD123-CODV-TCE–mediated cytotoxi-
city against primary human AML cells, unfractionated blood 
from AML patient #378 and unfractionated bone marrow from 
AML patients #323, #343, #132, and #11 (Supplementary 
Table 3) were incubated with CD123-CODV-TCE or CD123 
silenced-CODV-Fab control and assessed for apoptosis on 
days 0, 3, and 7. Cytotoxic activity of CD123-CODV-TCE 
was evaluable in 4 out of 5 patient samples. CD123-CODV- 
TCE, but not CD123 silenced-CODV-Fab control, which binds 
CD3 but not CD123 antigen, showed a dose-dependent cyto-
toxicity. For AML #323 and #132, induction of apoptosis was 
observed on days 3 and 7 in a concentration-dependent man-
ner; for AML #378, in spite of a basal signal of 50% in medium 
and control on day 7, treatment led to >80% apoptosis at day 7 
at all doses tested, while AML #11 showed a marginal response 
with 29.4% apoptosis at day 7 compared to 18.2% for control 
(Figure 2d). In AML #343, high spontaneous apoptosis pre-
vented evaluation of CD123-CODV-TCE cytotoxic activity 
(Supplementary Figure 5, Supplementary Figure 6a). These 
primary AML samples exhibit variable CD123 expression 

levels (Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary 
Figure 6b), these data suggest that CD123-CODV-TCE can 
induce cytotoxic activity against blasts with low CD123 expres-
sion (AML#378), bearing in mind that possibly other para-
meters, such as the number of T-cells and their status, that is, 
active or exhausted, could impact the response.

CD123-CODV-TCE mediates cytotoxic activity against 
CD123-expressing normal blood cells and induces cytokine 
release in whole blood
As part of the preliminary in vitro safety evaluation, we eval-
uated the CD123-CODV-TCE activity against circulating nor-
mal blood cells, pDCs and monocytes that show CD123 
expression of 10,000 and 600 antigens per cell, respectively. 
CD123-CODV-TCE depleted monocytes and pDCs isolated 
from 6 to 11 healthy donors in a picomolar activity range 
with a mean relEC50 of 1.02 pM (95% CI: 0.48; 2.15 pM) and 
0.51 pM (95% CI: 0.03; 7.99 pM) for monocytes and pDCs 
respectively (Supplementary Figure 7).

We next examined the CD123-CODV-TCE cytokine release 
profile in a physiologically relevant assay using whole blood 
from 26 different healthy donors (Supplementary 
Information). CD123-CODV-TCE significantly induced the 
release of 36 (out of a total of 41) cytokines (Table 1, 
Supplementary Table 4A). Of these cytokines, 22 exhibited 
a > 250-fold change from baseline for at least 1 donor (Table 1) 
including the major predictors of cytokine release syndrome 
(CRS), interferon (IFN)γ, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-6, and tumor necrosis 
factor (TNF)α. Regarding the IL-6 cytokine, the 0.3 ng/ml 
CD123-CODV-TCE dose was the highest concentration at 
which the fold change in IL-6 from baseline was <250-fold 
for all the donors (from 4 to 140-fold; Supplementary 
Table 4B). Also, CD123-CODV-TCE activity showed 
a shifted IL-6 dose curve response with a higher median 
value compared with the positive control anti-CD3 OKT3 
antibody (Supplementary Information), tested at the same 
concentration range (Supplementary Figure 8). High varia-
bility in response profiles among donors was noted, but this is 
consistent with observations made in other human cell-based 
assays to predict CRS.28

Pharmacokinetics and biodistribution in naive and 
Molm-13-luc/effector T cells-implanted NSG mice
To determine the pharmacokinetic properties and the dis-
tribution in mice of CD123-CODV-TCE, the compound 
was radiolabeled with 89Zirconium isotope. After IV injec-
tion of 89Zr-CD123-CODV-TCE at 164 µg/kg in naive NSG 
mice, inter-individual concentration variability was low. 
The mean clearance was calculated to be 37.6 ml/day/kg, 
with an effective half-life (t1/2eff) of 3.5 days (Table 2); 
exposure (area under the blood concentration–time curve, 
calculated from 0 to infinity, [AUC]) was 4.41 µg equivalent 
* day per ml (µg.Eq.day/ml). In the Molm-13-luc/effector 
T cells-implanted NSG mice, the mean clearance was 
75.9 ml/day/kg, with a t1/2eff of 3.2 days. AUC was 
2.29 μg.Eq.day/ml (Table 2).

The tissue biodistribution of 89Zr-CD123-CODV-TCE was 
similar in naive and xenografted NSG mice (Supplementary 
Figure 9). In naive NSG mice, the concentration (mean 
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concentration measurement/g of tissue) was low within muscle 
(0.018 µg equivalent per gram [μg.Eq/g]), almost undetectable 
in brain but prominent in spleen (0.293 μg.Eq/g), liver 

(0.264 μg.Eq/g), kidney (0.188 μg.Eq/g), and bone (0.170 μg. 
Eq/g). In Molm-13-luc/effector T cells-implanted NSG mice at 
6 days post-injection, 89Zr-CD123-CODV-TCE concentration 

Figure 2. CD123-CODV-TCE mediates activation and cytotoxic activity of T cells against CD123-expressing THP-1 target cells and primary AML blasts in vitro. Isolated 
primary human T cells from healthy donors were seeded in the presence (solid black) or absence (dashed black) of THP-1 (E:T ratio 10:1) followed by incubation with 
CD123-CODV-TCE (0.025–2.5 nM) for 20 hours. (a) T-cell activation was assessed by measuring the CD69 expression in CD8+ or CD4 + T cells. (b) Cytotoxic activity was 
assessed by measuring the percentage of THP-1 cells staining for 7-amino-actinomycin D. Data presented are mean with SEM of 5 to 7 independent experiments. The 
solid gray line indicates the relative estimated concentration producing half effect (relEC50). (c) Flow cytometry CD123 expression of CD123 on THP-1 cells (anti-CD123- 
APC, Clone 7G3, BD Pharmingen #560087, Isotype IgG2a, κ, APC BD Pharmingen, # 555576). (d) Cytotoxic activity against primary human AML cells was evaluated 
in vitro. Unfractionated blood sample from human patient #378 and unfractionated bone marrow from the human patients #323, #132, and #11 were incubated with 
CD123-CODV-TCE or CD123 silenced-CODV-Fab control (0.025, 0.25, or 2.5 nM) or cell culture medium and assessed for apoptosis on day 0, 3, and 7 (black, blue, and 
green bars, respectively). Data shown are means with standard deviation of triplicates. AML, acute myeloid leukemia; CODV, cross-over dual-variable domain; E:T, 
effector to target; SEM, standard error of the mean.
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was low in muscle (0.019 μg.Eq/g), almost undetectable in 
brain but prominent in liver (0.415 μg.Eq/g), bone (0.236 μg. 
Eq/g), spleen (0.196 μg.Eq/g), and kidney (0.135 μg.Eq/g).

CD123-CODV-TCE induces anti-leukemic effect in Molm-13- 
luc AML xenograft model in vivo
CD123-CODV-TCE anti-tumor activity was evaluated in 
Molm-13-luc AML xenograft model in vivo. In vitro, similar 
relEC50 activity was found on Molm-13 AML cells compared 
to THP-1 cells (Supplementary Figure 10a). In order to 
achieve optimal anti-tumor activity, a schedule allowing con-
tinuous compound exposure based on the half-life of 3.2 days 
(see above) was applied. CD123-CODV-TCE administered IV 
every 3 days in the Molm-13-luc xenograft model in the pre-
sence of human effector T cells was well tolerated at all dosages. 
No evidence of adverse events or alterations of body weight 
were observed under treatment (Supplementary Figure 10b). 
As shown by BLI, CD123-CODV-TCE treatment-controlled 
AML tumor growth in the whole body and induced tumor 
regressions in the bone marrow compartment following co- 
injection of primary human T cells (Figure 3a).

CD123-CODV-TCE inhibited tumor growth throughout 
the whole body at all doses, with ratio of change in the tumor 
signal variations from baseline between treated and control 
groups (δT/δC) of 12% at 164 µg/kg (P = .0087), 6% at 
16.4 µg/kg (P < .0001), and 4% at 1.64 µg/kg (P < .0001) 
at day 14 (Figure 3b). Tumor growth inhibition was associated 
with tumor regression in long bones (complete regression for 
8/8 mice at 164 µg/kg [P = .0018 at day 14], 5/7 complete 
regression and 2/7 partial regression at 16.4 µg/kg 
[P < .0001], and 7/7 complete regression at 1.64 µg/kg 
[P < .0001]) (Figure 3c). No statistically significant difference 
among the three doses for both whole body and bone signals 
was demonstrated. Besides efficacy in the myeloid compart-
ment, CD123-CODV-TCE significantly inhibited Molm-13- 
luc tumor development in all non-myeloid tissues colonized 
by the tumor in control animals except in abdominal fat and 
ovary, which exhibit apparent ex-vivo BLI signal; a partial 
recurrent signal in long bones at the end of the study was 
attributed to light diffusion from abdominal fat and ovary 
into long bone segmented region. At the terminal endpoint, 
CD123-CODV-TCE induced pronounced inhibition of tumor 
growth in spleen, liver, as well as in lung (Figure 3d). Terminal 
examination by hematoxylin eosin saffron confirmed BLI ana-
lysis: all five immunohistochemistry-tested control animals 

had bone marrow tumor colonization associated with osteoly-
tic lesions and surrounding muscle invasion (Figure 3e), as well 
as tumor invasion of spleen and ovaries. In the seven CD123- 
CODV-TCE (1.64 µg/kg)-treated animals, no tumor was 
detected in spleen or in bone marrow of the right posterior 
leg in any animal, and only one presented residual tumor in the 
bone surrounding the muscle. Residual tumor was confirmed 
in the ovaries of one animal by terminal immunohistochem-
istry. CD123 silenced-CODV-Fab control failed to inhibit 
Molm-13-luc tumor growth (Supplementary Figure 11). 
Antitumor activity for CD123-CODV-TCE was also observed 
on the THP-1-luc disseminated AML model using a similar 
protocol (Supplementary Figure 12).

CD123-CODV-TCE depletes blast cells and LSCs in primary 
AML disseminated model in NSG mice in vivo
We finally assessed the in vivo activity of CD123-CODV-TCE 
on primary AML blasts and LSCs. In this study, using blood 
from the chemo-resistant AML patient #323, CD123-CODV- 
TCE treatment did not affect animal body weight but sup-
pressed blast and LSC events number (as defined in 
Supplementary Information) in bone marrow at the 164- 
and 16.4-μg/kg doses. There was no major irreversible impact 
of the treatment on Hb concentration, white blood cells, and 
platelets count (Supplementary Figure 13). Tumor engraft-
ment was detectable from week 9 in the phosphate-buffered 
saline–treated control group. At 13 weeks post-engraftment, 
leukemia was detected in the peripheral blood in 5/10 
engrafted animals, in the spleen in 5/10 engrafted animals, 
and in the bone marrow in 7/10 engrafted animals. In these, 
seven latter control animals, engraftment consisted of 
0.2%─83% infiltration of human CD45+ cells as 56%–93% 
blast cells (huCD45+, CD34+), including 2%–13% LSCs 
(huCD45+, CD34+, CD38low/–, CD123+) in bone marrow 
(Supplementary Figure 14). Significant anti-tumor activity 
was observed with complete primary AML tumor growth inhi-
bition at both CD123-CODV-TCE doses by study end. No 
human CD45+ cells, including CD34+, CD38low/–, and 
CD123+ LSCs, were detected in blood, spleen or bone marrow 
following treatment with 164 and 16.4 μg/kg CD123-CODV- 
TCE, respectively. Complete AML tumor growth inhibition of 
human blast and leukemic stem cells was observed in periph-
eral blood, bone marrow, and spleen at study end with both 
tested doses of CD123-CODV-TCE (Figure 4(a,b), 
Supplementary Figure 14).

Table 2. Pharmacokinetic analysis in naive or Molm-13-luc/effector T cells-implanted NSG mice.
89Zr-labeled CD123-CODV-TCE was administered at 164 μg/kg, IV, in NSG mice. Labeled compound concentration in animal blood was calculated from radioactivity 

measured by γ counter in serial blood samples over time in naive (n = 3) vs Molm-13 CD123+ AML engrafted (n = 3) mice in the presence of human T cells. Data 
shown are means.

Tumor Dose (µg/kg) C0 (µg.Eq/ml) 
(CV%)

AUC, (µg.Eq.day/ml) 
(CV%)

CL, mL/day/kg (CV%) t1/2eff, day 
(CV%)

Noa 164 1.94 (10%) 4.41 (13%) 37.6 (13%) 3.52 (10%)
Yesb 164 1.39 (44%) 2.29 (28%) 75.9 (32%) 3.19 (7%)

aNSG mice (n = 3). bMolm13-luc disseminated AML with human T cells (n = 3). 
The greater variability observed in the tumor-bearing animal group is linked to 1 misinjected animal conserved in the analysis. 
µg.Eq.day/ml, micrograms equivalent * day per ml; µg.Eq/ml, micrograms equivalent per ml; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; AUC, area under the blood concentration– 

time curve calculated from 0 to infinity; C0, zero-time intercept associated with IV bolus non-compartmental analysis; CL, total blood clearance; CODV, cross-over dual- 
variable domain; CV, coefficient of variation; IV, intravenous; NSG, NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ; t1/2eff, effective half-life; TCE, T-cell engager.
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Figure 3a. CD123-CODV-TCE induces anti-leukemic effect in Molm-13-luc AML xenograft model in vivo. CD123-CODV-TCE was administered at 1.64, 16.4, and 164 µg/kg 
IV on days 4, 7, 10, and 13 post-tumor implantations in NSG mice bearing disseminated Molm-13-luc CD123+ AML cells in presence of human effector T cells. Global and 
long-bone tumor growth was followed by in vivo terminal bioluminescence imaging. (a) illustrates anti-tumor activity of CD123-CODV-TCE at all tested doses 
corroborated by longitudinal quantitation of photon flux for whole body (b) and long bones (log scale) (c). Anti-leukemic effect of CD123-CODV-TCE in spleen, lung and 
liver tissues was assessed by terminal ex-vivo BLI imaging. Graphs represent individual bioluminescent signal values associated with the median value for each group of 
treatment. Medians with median absolute deviation were represented (d). Tumor regression in long bones was validated by bone hematoxylin eosin saffron terminal 
histology (HSE) (e). Seven to 10 mice per group were treated. Treatment impact on tumor growth was statistically evaluated. *P < .05; **P < .01; ***P < .001 following 
a two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni-Holm adjustment. δT/δC is defined as the ratio of change in the tumor signal variations from baseline between treated and control 
groups. Partial regression (PR), tumor signal decreases up to 50% below the tumor signal at the start of treatment. Complete regression (CR), tumor signal decrease to 
local background. Ex-vivo BLI statistical evaluation was performed for comparison of CD123-CODV-TCE 164, 16.4, and 1.6 µg/kg treatment groups with controls: *P < .05; 
**P < .01; ***P < .001 following a one-way ANOVA on rank transformed bioluminescence data. AML, acute myeloid leukemia; ANOVA, analysis of variance; CODV, cross- 
over dual-variable domain; IV, intravenously; NS, not significant; NSG, NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ; Q3D, every 3 days; TCE, T-cell engager.
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Discussion

Elimination of CD123-expressing leukemic cells holds particu-
lar promise for patients with AML, as the majority of AML cells 
from human patients express IL-3 receptors, proliferate in 
response to IL-3, and a high expression of CD123 on blast 
cells at diagnosis is a negative prognostic indicator.16,17

Moreover, it has been suggested that the stem cell compart-
ment is the origin of minimal residual disease (MRD).8,29 In fact, 
CD123 is one of the main biomarkers to monitor MRD.30,31 

Importantly, the extent of MRD correlates with the probability 
of relapse and the risk of adverse outcomes both in adult and 
pediatric AML. Targeting LSCs may be a requirement for cure 
and is an important therapeutic goal, since eradication of LSC 
potentially may eliminate MRD and prevents relapse.

Here we assessed the preclinical activity of CD123-CODV- 
TCE, a potent bispecific antibody in a new format, which 
consists of anti-CD123 and anti-CD3 coding sequences engi-
neered into a bispecific CODV arrangement.32The CODV 
architecture provides a unique circular format that fixes the 
distance between antigen-binding moiety of the molecule and 
their relative orientation, which in turn facilitates concomitant 
antibody binding to large antigens on the surfaces of different 
cells.33 CD123-CODV-TCE successfully induces activation of 
CD4+ and CD8 + T cells by co-engaging CD3 on donor- 
derived T cells and CD123 on leukemic cells. The highly potent 
(picomolar range) T-cell-dependent cytotoxicity of CD123- 

CODV-TCE against CD123+ target cells supports the efficacy 
of the CODV design.

We showed that CD123-CODV-TCE suppressed AML 
tumor growth in the bone marrow compartment of an 
in vivo disseminated human AML model (cell line or chemo- 
resistant primary AML blast including LSCs in bone marrow). 
The mouse xenograft model that we constructed recapitulated 
the late phase of AML in patients with involvement of both the 
myeloid and extra-myeloid compartments in tumor develop-
ment. CD123-CODV-TCE exhibited anti-tumor activity 
against Molm-13-luc AML, with tumor regression observed 
in both compartments demonstrating the potential therapeutic 
applicability of CD123-CODV-TCE in patients with AML.

CD123-CODV-TCE is not the only engineered protein that 
targets CD123 with therapeutic potential for AML. Other 
agents target CD123, including monospecific monoclonal 
antibodies,31,34 fusion proteins,35–38 and bispecific 
antibodies.39–41 The advantage of these engineered proteins, 
compared to cellular therapies, such as CD123-directed chi-
meric antigen receptor T cells,41,42,43,44 is that they do not 
require lymphodepletion or apheresis, practices that may be 
difficult in patients who are heavily pre-treated or who present 
with additional comorbidities. Varying levels of efficacy have 
been seen after treatment with these agents. For example, 
monospecific antibodies targeting CD123 have been shown to 
kill human AML cells ex vivo and decrease AML burden in 
murine xenograft models,10,34 while a phase 1 trial of the anti- 
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CD123 monospecific Ig1 CSL-360 in patients with relapsed or 
refractory AML found the agent was tolerated, with 2/40 
patients responding.31 Finally, CSL-362, a humanized version 
of CSL-360 that was engineered for increased affinity to CD16 
(FcγRIIIa), demonstrated superior activity to CSL-360 in pre-
clinical studies.34 The first reports of CD123-directed TCE 
clinical data have been phase 1 data of flotetuzumab 
(MGD006).45,46 It shows efficacy in preclinical AML 
models.39,40 In addition, recent reports document flotetuzu-
mab’s clinical efficacy, in patients with relapsed or refractory 
AML.46–48

Despite promising clinical results, studies of TCEs have 
reported potentially severe toxicities, including CRS.49 This 
side effect was reported for patients treated with the first 
approved antineoplastic CD19-directed CD3 bispecific TCE 
blinatumomab50 and with the CD3xCD123 TCE, 
flotetuzumab.40 Clinical CRS has been associated with an 
increase of IL-10, IL-6, and IFN-γ40,51 in peripheral blood 
levels, while the side effect can be effectively managed with 
anti–IL-6 therapy, such as tocilizumab.48 The in vitro safety 
assessment performed here demonstrated that CD123-CODV- 
TCE depleted CD123+ normal blood cells and induced the 
release of a wide range of cytokines into human blood, thus 
indicating potential risk of CRS induction. Similarly, preclini-
cal evaluation revealed that flotetuzumab (MGD006) ex vivo 
treatment of PBMCs from AML patients, induced cytokine 
release, particularly IFN-γ and IL-6.40 In addition, we have 
demonstrated the cross-reactivity of our compound for NHP 
antigens. Potential safety issue in this relevant species was 
conducted to design the clinical development of the com-
pound. However, the clinical use of corticosteroids and anti– 
IL-6 blockade has already improved the management of 
patients with CRS.52 Such an approach may be similarly con-
sidered for CD123-CODV-TCE.

Finally, TCEs lacking the Fc portion exhibit short terminal 
half-lives, e.g., 3.5 h for flotetuzumab in nonhuman primates,53 

and 1.25 h for blinatumomab in humans,51 which mandates 

continuous IV infusion to maintain adequate drug levels. In 
this study, we demonstrated that CD123-CODV-TCE exhibits 
favorable pharmacokinetic properties in AML-bearing mice, 
with a predicted t1/2eff of 3.2 days, which allows effective con-
trol of AML dissemination with twice-weekly dosing. This 
favorable characteristic results from the format of CD123- 
CODV-TCE, which has been engineered to contain an Fc 
domain. This inclusion enables the protein to bind to the 
neonatal Fc receptor that salvages Fc-containing proteins 
from intracellular degradation.54 CD123-CODV-TCE bio- 
distribution was prominent within liver, bone, spleen, and 
kidney, although there was no central nervous system penetra-
tion. This observation was expected; indeed, available estimates 
suggest that <0.1% of injected IgG reaches the brain after 
peripheral administration.55

As CD123-CODV-TCE exhibits highly specific and potent 
cytotoxic activity against CD123-expressing leukemic blast and 
stem cells both in vitro and in vivo, with a favorable half-life of 
3 days and an in vitro safety profile expected for such TCEs, 
CD123-CODV-TCE represents a potential candidate for future 
clinical development in AML and is currently being evaluated 
in a first-in-human clinical trial.
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